Students should use their leverage

(Continued from page 4)

We believe their experiences will demonstrate that student activism has worked. Feigenbaum helped start a movement that led to the formation of Conscourse and ESG and the divestiture of Draper Labs. When Feldman was on campus, students caused the termination of an MIT program with the Taiwanese government in missile guidance technology.

Although these events occurred over ten years ago, The Tech recently noted that "Academia has been on the rise during the past year, and shows signs of growing." ("Plus ca change..., " Feb. 4, 1986) The Tech is right.

To the Editor:

As I sit here sipping my draught in the Thirty Ear Pub, I cannot help but remain infuriated at the long battle I had to quench my thirst.

This evening, as I entered the Ear, the Pub's director, Mary Phillips O., would not accept my Canadian citizenship card along with my MIT identification to the local pub.

Although we two of the bartenders, my floor tutor, and my friends vouched for my age, Mary remained stubborn. As she said to my atheist, "I have never heard of a Canadian citizenship card!" Only after returning with my passport was I allowed access.

While I agree with the process of showing proof of age in order to be let into a bar, I do strongly believe that honesty with oneself should be a prerequisite for a bouncer. I shall not be one to let the Ear be closed down by allowing it to serve a minor, but I hope that a provincial and thoughtless attitude will not deny me my right to a brew with the boys.

Ronald G. Inselch '87
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ACT NOW!

DISKETTES BULK 5¼" DS/DD

49c each. Lots of 50.

These are not seconds. Money-back guarantee.

Call 1-800-633-9242 9-9 (EST) M-F

Offer expires 2/15/86

Micro Electronics, Inc.